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REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
Monday, April 19, 2021
Zoom Conference at 6:30 P.M.
I. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
II. CALL MEETING TO ORDER
Mayor Hall called to order the Regular City Council meeting at 6:30 p.m. Present were
Council members Tim Hall, Whitey Forsman, Judy Riggs and Katie Findling. City staff
present were Assistant City Manager (“ACM”) Lori Longfellow, Administrative Assistant 2
Laura Schmidt and Fire Chief Jay Marugg. Other unknown citizens were present
electronically.
Mayor Hall stated he would appreciate five minutes of the Council and the public's time
before going into the meeting, because there had been a few issues that he must address up
front due to false and misleading information circulating on social media, mostly by folks
who don't even live in Garibaldi.
Mayor Hall went on to state that when he took over as Mayor large gatherings statewide were
considered a major health risk and still are. He continued by saying that according to the
Governor’s office while folks are getting their shots, large gatherings still pose a risk to the
population. The pandemic is not over, and experts say herd immunity is not likely until late
summer or fall.
Mayor Hall stated that in 2020, Garibaldi Days was cancelled by former City Manager
Wullschlager and no one questioned it and that council did not have a vote on it. He stated
he had been seeking guidance from the Governor’s office and the OHA on whether some sort
of celebration could be had this year and he is hopeful it could be possible if we can ensure
the public safety. He went on to say that guidelines for large gatherings are so restrictive and
give no specific guidance to festivals or parades. These events are still very much
discouraged. He mentioned that Portland set the example with the second cancellation of the
Rose Festival and that Rockaway Beach cancelled their 2021 parade and their fireworks
show is TBD.
He continued by saying he is fine with those who want to criticize him, but he wanted it clear
that he did not want to hear that anyone was sick or dying from COVID because he had
forced the City to have an event. Many cities have had to make these tough decisions.
Mayor Hall stated there was a belief that Garibaldi Days was planned by a community
committee and noted that this was not true and went on to say that it also was not true that
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the Tourism Commission planned it. He went on to say that for the last 5 years, and longer,
only 2 city employees and supposedly the Mayor made all the festival decisions, even
choosing the Grand Marshall and the music. He noted these events posted financial losses
each year, except 2019. He went on to state that in his 2020 campaign letter he had said he
wanted to restore Garibaldi Days to our community and he still wants to do that. He continued
by saying that if it was one of the things he wrote in his letter that he wanted to accomplish,
he would try to do it.
Mayor Hall went on to state in 2019 after being elected to council, he called for an effort to
coordinate and plan tourism citywide in Garibaldi. He went on to say that the former city
manager switched the format and replaced it with a group based on certain businesses. He
stated the members did not follow the charter outlined in the ordinance and instead developed
their own mission. He also stated that the ordinance directs the mayor and the city manager,
or their alternatives, to participate over the group to guide it, but that stopped happening. He
wanted it to be clear that he did not cancel or suspend the ordinance, he followed Mayor
McCarthy’s example and disband the group until such time it can be reconstituted under the
ordinance or until it is amended to ensure the focus towards the goals that support getting
visitors to our attractions and to our food and hotel establishments.
Mayor Hall explained that at last month’s council meeting Cn. Forsman said something that
troubled him. He explained that Cn. Forsman asserted that the city council need needed
balance and that we should appoint someone who owns a business with employees. Mayor
Hall stated he consider that undemocratic. Welfare status should not be a condition to decide
council membership. In January, he stated he had made it clear to the council that under his
administration, they are not a club, they are not a team, they are not a company, and they are
not a bank. He went on to state that real Americans don’t choose their elected leaders based
on how much they own or their employee count. He believes council members should work
exclusively to serve the interests of the city, its residents, and businesses, and to make good,
wise decisions that benefit the majority. They as counselors need to respect this. He stated he
spoke to Tassi O’Neil at the county elections office to determine how he could break the
impasse that they are suffering as a council, including putting conditions on who we could
appoint. He stated he only had one and that he stood by it. He went on to say that he cannot
support anyone who received preferential treatment from city staff who could have used city
resources for personal projects without reimbursement, and who could have profited
financially off the city through loans that were given in secret or unapproved by the Council.
This represents a loss of much needed revenue to our city.
Mayor Hall stated after talking to the County, he asked Norm Shattuck to resubmit his letter
of interest because he received more than 220 votes in the November election and came in a
close third. He was also the only counselor who called out suspicions about city's financial
mismanagement. He challenged Cn. Riggs and Cn. Forsman to cite any good reasons why
he should not serve on the city council.
In closing Mayor Hall addressed a group of people on “that Facebook page” by stating he
was a volunteer, does not get paid, as was posted on that Facebook group. He went on to
state he never committed fraud and he’s never been kicked off a job. He went on to say that
he did not ask the city staff ever to do any favors for him. He wants Garibaldi to prosper in
ways that maintain a fine quality of life and preserve our good health, safety, and security.
He thanked everyone for listening.
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III. PUBLIC HEARING: NONE
IV. CONSENT CALENDAR:
A. Meeting Minutes March 15, 2021
B. March 2021 Financials: Emailed to Council April 16, 2021
Mayor Hall stated he would like to take off the March 2021 financials emailed
to the council because he would like to get an explanation of these things so
they can understand them clearly.
Cn. Riggs made a MOTION to approve the Meeting Minutes from March 15, 2021
and exclude the financial until another date. Cn. Findling seconded. AYES: Hall,
Forsman, Findling and Riggs; NAYS: None. MOTION PASSED UNANOMOUSLY.
V. PUBLIC COMMENT:
Public Comment was skipped.
VI. PRESENTATIONS: NONE
VII. CORRESPONDENCE:
A. Cheryl Gierga Hamilton Letter
B. Connie Corey Letter
Mayor Hall pointed out that in addition to the comment made in the correspondence from
Cheryl Gierga Hamilton, he thought that she was resubmitting her letter of interest for the
council and he thought Cn. Findling had that same thought as well. Cn. Riggs noted a point
of order and state the letter clearly stated in the second sentence that she said she was not
resubmitting, and Cn. Rigg emphasized not. Mayor Hall noted she was right and said he
had misread that and thanked Cn. Riggs for pointing it out.
Mayor Hall went on to state that he was in support of her contention that the city should
consider having a chamber of commerce. He discussed his desire to have a summit meeting
with local businesses once there is a new City Manager to help him, and the council,
organized that. Cn. Forsman stated that this topic was on his agenda to bring up tonight
and that they need to get the business more involved and that it was not the role of the
council to deal with the businesses. Mayor Hall agreed. He mentioned he had brought up
the idea of a summit meeting with Val Folkema at the Port two years ago.
Mayor Hall moved on to the correspondence from Connye Corey regarding emergency
preparedness. He stated he strongly supported it, and it was his understanding that the
council had taken a backseat to previous council member Melissa Elmore as she was
working on emergency preparedness with CERT and others. He mentioned he had a
conversation with the fire chief and the assistant fire chief about how he would like to see
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a partnership with the council and the fire department to work with the county emergency
response folks to ensure that the residents of Garibaldi have all of the resources they need,
any support that they need, especially for seniors, so that in the event of an earthquake or
a flood or even a fire that the city is prepared. He noted that he personally has his garage
filled with things so that if there was such an accident, his wife and him could support at
least two to three families at his house alone. He wanted it understood that this is a priority
for him as mayor and in the coming months.
Cn. Riggs stated that Connye Corey was CERT qualified and that Melissa Elmore was
attempting to get trained to be a CERT trainer, but when COVID hit, they stopped all
training last March. She went on to state that back in 2004, Christie Stumpf started a block
captain and block people so that we could keep an eye on the elderly and so they could
make sure second homeowners’ houses were taken care of, but that all kind of went away.
She stated there was a plan and maybe it's still somewhere in City Hall.
Mayor Hall recalled that he may have given Melissa Elmore a packet of information he
obtained from the emergency folks at the Tillamook County Fair in 2019. He stated they
will get restarted on making sure the residents of Garibaldi know what to do, what resources
there are and that our fire department and city leaders will take responsibility as is required
by state and federal laws.
Cn. Forsman noted there was no reason to reinvent the wheel, and they should encourage
Melissa Elmore to continue moving forward and support what she has been doing. Mayor
Hall stated if he wished to contact her regarding that plan he could, and then asked him to
bring it back to council so they could take a look at it and see where the council and the
fire department can work together to ensure the needs of our community. Cn. Forsman
noted he would do that.
VIII. COMMUNITY REPORT: NONE
IX. OLD BUSINESS: NONE
X. NEW BUSINESS
A. Citizen Advisory Committee Letter of Interest – Paul Daniels
B. Citizen Advisory Committee Letter of Interest – Carolee North
Conversation was had regarding where the CAC stands. Mayor Hall explained that
there were several people who submitted a letter of interested, noting Carolee North
and Linda Aeder and that it had been left to the Planning Commission to bring back to
the city council. He thinks there may be more who are interested and that there needs
to be a better way to get information out to residents, he suggested Facebook and the
bulletin board to encourage people to join. He noted there was a sign that he replaced
that had disappeared. Cn. Findling expressed that her understanding was that Linda
Bade had already been approved and they had not received correspondence from
“Aeder” and there were two in the packet that they should be reviewing. ACM
Longfellow noted that she had not received any additional correspondence from
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anyone. She also noted that after talking to the Planning Commission, a mailer had
gone out to everyone who had a PO Box in Garibaldi with a letter solicitating their
participation. She confirmed the only correspondence received was from Linda Bade
and the two in the packet.
Cn. Riggs made a motion to approve both letters of interest for the CAC. Mayor Hall
stated he would like to separate the vote and asked if anyone wanted to make a motion.
Cn. Riggs stated she had made a motion, for both, as they both have good qualifications
and they are both eligible to serve. Mayor Hall stated that he thought the vote should
be independent of each candidate. Cn. Riggs made a motion to approve Paul Daniels
letter of interest and Cn. Forsman second, but the motion failed.
Cn. Riggs made a MOTION to nominate Carolee North to the Advisory
Committee. Cn. Forsman seconded. AYES: Hall, Forsman, Findling and Riggs;
NAYS: None. MOTION PASSED UNANOMOUSLY.
Cn. Findling clarified the reason she said no to Paul Daniels was because of a comment
made by Judith Parker last year that stuck out to her. The comment made was that she
wouldn't be comfortable serving with Paul Daniel regarding a position for the Planning
Commission. She stated that as the CAC works closely with the Planning Commission,
she wanted to continue to respect that comment as it was something that stood out to
her and kind of freaked her out a bit at the time.
Cn. Riggs noted in reviewing the minutes, Mayor Hall had not voted for Judith Parker
to be on the Planning Commission. Mayor Hall stated he didn’t believe he was there
for that meeting, Cn. Riggs confirmed he was there and was the only nay vote for Judith
Parker. Mayor Hall noted he would have to go back and check the minutes as he was
pretty sure he voted for her.
C. Budget Committee Letter of Interest – Paul Daniels
Cn. Forsman made a motion to accept Paul Daniels letter of interest for the budget
committee. Cn. Riggs seconded. Cn. Riggs asked for discussion before voting, and
asked ACM Longfellow who was presently on the budget committee. She responded
that there was hardly anyone, just council, Valerie and one other person she believed
from the Port. She noted that they are looking for almost a full budget committee and
she would like to see more applicants and that Mr. Daniels was the only one that was
received for the budget committee. Mayor Hall stated he was at fault for that as there
were two people who had expressed to him an interest in serving on the budget
committee, Linda Aeder being one, and the other his new neighbor across the street
from him in the Thomas house who is a former bank executive with Bank of America
and Linda Aeder has experience as a Federal auditor. He mentioned that as also
expressed in his yellow announcement that he posted, he is trying to get people who
actually can help us with interpreting the numbers, because as he was going over these
numbers, and he stated even as Katie was going over them, some of them raise flags
that say “what is this meaning”. For example, he noted the legal fees were over $31,000
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this year, and they were only budgeted for $20,000, and the preceding year was only
$15,000. He stated he wanted a presentation from ACM Longfellow to council at some
point, but then noted it may have to wait until a new city manager can go over the city
budget line by line. Mayor Hall stated that one of the ways the city's conducting
numbers is they're bunching job responsibilities under certain categories where you
have to question whether or not employees are actually part of the tourism department.
So, that's why he wanted to table that discussion for later. He asked Cn. Riggs if the
discussion is final and if he could call for a vote? Cn. Riggs said yes. Mayor Hall asks
how Cn. Forsman votes, he says Aye. Cn. Findling is asked and she stated she was still
not comfortable with it, Mayor Hall input that he was not either. Cn. Findling asked if
she could not say no, and just table this for now as she was really struggling and she
didn’t want to say no, per se, but if it were necessary for her to say no to table it, she
could say no. Cn. Findling voted Nay. Mayor Hall voted Nay. Motion failed. Cn.
Findling asked to make a motion to table it and move it to next month so they could
review all the applications together. Cn. Riggs stated the cycle starts next month, so
people are needed to be in place before then, so they know what they are doing sooner
rather than later. Cn. Forsman stated they needed a committee to work the budget, they
don’t need to sit and go over numbers every meeting, the committee will work through
it and make recommendations as that is the way the process goes. Mayor Hall agreed,
but noted that last year, the city manager just grabbed three people and put them on the
budget committee. Cn. Forsman suggested to go forward. Mayor Hall wanted it to be
clear, he was the new mayor and when things were done wrong over the last number
of years, they need to be corrected. He stated that you don’t ignore the past, because if
you do, you're bound to make the same mistakes in the future and presently and he
doesn’t want that to happen. Mayor Hall stated they will put together a new budget
committee. Cn. Forsman points out that Mayor Hall does not want to put anybody on
the committee. Mayor Hall stated he did not want anyone on the committee, who he
felt personally, and as Cn. Findling pointed out, makes it difficult for people to make
their decisions. Cn. Forsman asked what his feelings had to do with it. Mayor Hall
stated he wanted to be clear, he was the Mayor and he makes the decisions. Cn. Riggs
and Cn. Forsman disagree, Mayor Hall stated it was fine if they didn’t want to agree
with it but he is the presiding officer and he’s listened for the last two years, how the
city has gone round and around and made bad decisions. Cn. Riggs called for a point
of order.
D. City Council Letter of Interest – Joseph “Toby” Taylor
E. City Council Letter of Interest – Norm “Bud” Shattuck
F. City Council Letter of Interest – Laurie Wandell
G. City Council Letter of Interest – Gary Owen
H. City Council Letter of Interest – Carolee North
Mayor Hall asked if there was any action on the first letter of interest from Joseph Toby
Taylor. Cn. Findling asked if they wanted to review all of them and recap. Cn. Riggs
asked why they couldn’t go over them one by one. Mayor Hall asked if there were any
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motions. Cn. Riggs made a motion to accept the letter of interest from Toby Taylor.
Cn. Forsman seconded and stated he thought they needed to have a discussion to let
Mr. Taylor answer the accusation that Mayor Hall made at the previous meeting.
Mayor Hall stated he would like to hear from Mr. Taylor, because there are no city
records related to the SDC loan that he received for JLT and if you look at the city
engineer's report, there's even referencing on there for SDC payments. Cn. Forsman
questioned how he can make the accusation if there's no record. Mayor Hall expressed
he felt that the record was clear in the documents that accompany Paul Daniels
apartment project that two others received the 2% interest and he found that there were
no resolutions for two of them, and that there's no record or schedule of repayment.
Mayor Hall continues by saying he has seen enough evidence that shows that
preferential treatment was given to Mr. Taylor and he does not want to see anyone in a
position where they can grant preferential treatment to anybody where they are using
Garibaldi like a bank to finance projects. Cn. Riggs asked if Bud Shattuck could explain
why he made the motion to grant the resolution, Mayor Hall rebutted that he had
actually seconded the motion and from the documents he had looked at Mr. Shattuck
was voting on the subordination agreement. Mayor Hall stated there was
misinformation circulating about this topic and that it should stop. Cn. Riggs noted she
had documentation that she would provide to his inbox the following day. Mayor Hall
continued on about Paul Daniels receiving a 2% interest, Cn. Riggs as him to “get off
Paul Daniels”. Mayor Hall responded he was not “on Paul Daniels” but he was on the
cronyism and corruption that he felt caused the city to lose money. Mayor Hall noted
he had already discussed this with the city attorney and provided her with documents
on this matter.
Mayor Hall called for the vote on Mr. Taylor. Cn. Forsman voted aye, Cn. Riggs voted
aye, Cn. Findling stated she would have rather looked at everyone and see if there was
someone they could agree on but voted nay and Mayor Hall voted nay. The motion
failed.
Mayor Hall opened discussion for the next letter of interest from Bud Shattuck and
noted he had already laid out his reasons for choosing him and stated if it had not been
for him, the City would not have known about the poor financial status it was in in
2019. He thanked him for raising those concerns and made a motion that he be
appointed to city council. There was not a second and the motion failed.
Mayor Hall moved on to the next letter of interest from Laurie Wandell. She was
having issues unmuting and getting onto the call, so a quick break was taken for Cn.
Findling to take care of a personal issue while Mayor Hall awaited Ms. Wandell to join
the Zoom meeting so she could answer Cn. Forsman questions regarding what her goal
was and what she saw the future of Garibaldi to be and how she wants to get there.
During the short break, Mayor Hall commended the people who organized the SOLVE
port cleanup and noted it was a successful event as they got 28 bags of trash and had
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40 volunteers – including he and his wife. He expressed these types of activities are
what benefit our city and community.
Ms. Wandell continued to have issues joining the meeting and was finally able to get
logged in after 15 minutes. Cn. Forsman questioned what her goal for the city was and
where she sees it in the next 10 years. She responded by stating just like she said in
her letter, she wanted to see businesses thriving on the main street since there are so
many empty buildings and see some creative things for tourism. She also stated she
wanted to get some of the building issues that the City has had in the recent couple of
years, be reviewed and redone and that she just wants what is best for the city.
Mayor Hall questioned how long she had lived in Garibaldi. She responded that she
had moved at the end of March/first of April last year.
Cn. Forsman asked that when she stated she wanted to correct the past, what she meant
by that. She responded that people were getting mixed signals and some of the
complaints and things people were concerned about were not being addressed and there
were issues with some of the building that was going on in town.
Cn. Findling noted that what stood out from her letter was the empty storefronts and
Ms. Wandell responded that it has been going on for years and its one of her big things,
she would like to see some business in town. She stated basically the city was just a
bedroom community, people live here and go work somewhere else and there is not
much going on in town other than a couple of taverns and restaurants, but a lot of empty
buildings.
Mayor Hall asked if there were other questions and then called for the vote. The motion
failed. Ms. Wandell questioned what the council is looking for to fill these positions.
She mentioned this has been going on for almost two years. Even though there was
encouragement for people to get involved and serve, they are getting skipped over. She
questioned what the criteria was. Cn. Riggs responded she would like to see someone
neutral. Ms. Wandell stated that she could be pretty neutral and “as far as she was
concerned, this ship has sailed on the apartment thing, but there are other issues in this
town that need to be addressed and a lot of it is the empty buildings and stuff”. She
mentioned that they just wait for someone to bring up the apartments, so they can shut
them down. She asks what they are afraid of. Cn. Riggs noted she was not afraid of
anything. Ms. Wandell stated she was afraid of losing control.
Cn. Riggs asked the Mayor the definition of cronyism. He stated he has explained that
when a person from the public, a resident or businessman approaches the city engineer,
the city manager, and ask them to do things a certain way. He continued by stating that
the people of Garibaldi need to know that over the last two years in 2019, and 2020,
the city spent more time trying to change the zoning codes in Garibaldi to what was
dismissed by the Planning Commission and the City Council in 2018. He questioned
why the city was working towards helping a developer or any one developer or others
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to change the zoning code to allow unrestricted building in Garibaldi? Cn. Riggs noted
that did not happen last year. Mayor Hall stated that if you “look at the minutes of the
Planning Commission, the city manager kept bringing in people to try to convince the
planning commission members that Goal 10 from the state applied to Garibaldi, when
he knew… it did not. So as far as he was concerned, that is the sort of thing that we as
a city can't afford to have anymore. We can't afford to have secret deals, we can't afford
to have folks saying stop doing this, because we don't want anyone to know what's been
going on in the city of Garibaldi. You know, the fact that we couldn't pay our bills for
months is something that's a problem. The fact that we're spending over $200,000 on
tourism but can't show anything for it is a problem. So as I said, I want to get to the
heart of the problem within the city of Garibaldi on why we as a city have the highest
tax rate in the county”. Mayor Hall goes on to share that looking in the almanac on
page 7, you can see what property owners are paying, and there is no explanation for
the “four point something” percent that is twice as much as other cities within the
county. Mayor Hall expressed that they needed people on city council that want to get
to the heart of the city’s problems and address them, and that it wouldn’t happen as
long as there was an effort to obstruct things that need to get done. He noted they
needed to get a city manager and a full city council, otherwise they would not be able
to “get to the Paul Daniels apartments” and that issue would sit there and stagnate and
it would be up to council members who keep saying no. He went on to state they've
got three members of the council that people have the expectation that will make
decisions based on the city's best interest, not one- or two-people’s best interest. He
also mentioned that he has asked the city attorney to help him deal with the cronyism
and the corruption of the past.
Ms. Wandell spoke and noted that her issue as a citizen who had applied for a city
council position, was that the whole thing boiled down to if her answer had the word
apartment, Paul Daniels, zoning, it would be a big X. She went on to state that Cn.
Riggs and Cn. Forsman are not non-partisan and that they are making it their mission
to handpick the next person for council without any consideration for the people in
town who do not agree with them, or those who voted for Bud Shattuck and she felt as
he was the next in line he should have automatically get the position because people
voted for him.
Cn. Riggs stated she could tell her why she did not support Bud Shattuck. She
mentioned as Cn. Findling had noted that she was not comfortable with Paul Daniels,
that Cn. Rigg felt the same way about Bud Shattuck after she saw a memo for record
that was given to the council back in 2018 regarding how he treated city staff. Ms.
Wandell then asked what it was about her specifically and questioned if they did not
think she could be fair, considerate or a decent city council member. She noted the
shipped had sailed for her with regard to the apartment complex and she was over it
and she wanted to do other things for the town and the empty buildings. She went on
to state that they don’t care what others in the town think and noted that Paul was
recalled over the “stupid apartments”. She expressed her continued thoughts about it
all being garbage and that they should be ashamed of themselves.
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Cn. Riggs noted she was a volunteer and was a volunteer 2 years ago and people treated
her unfavorably and wrote it in the paper every week for 12 weeks.
Mayor Hall brought up that Cn. Riggs tried to remove him from council back in July
of 2020 for not living in Garibaldi but noted that she also was the one who
recommended he serve on the council. He also pointed out that Bud Shattuck was the
one who nominated her to serve on the council 4 or 5 years ago. He noted that this was
all petty and becoming sort of a circus within the county. He went on to explain that
Mr. Creech had been given misinformation regarding his eligibility to serve on council,
and he was tired of misinformation based on code and it was problem for him.
Mayor Hall expressed he felt that Laurie Wandell and Carolee North are folks who
want to serve the city and don’t want anything out of it, they don’t want money, they
don’t want to make contacts. He went on to say that Mr. Taylor has a number of project
in the city that would impact his business, so the question is does the city want to have
him recuse himself every time there is something that needs a vote when it comes to
development within Garibaldi.
Mayor Hall agreed with Ms. Wandell and stated that a lot of people in the city and
county are tired of the obstruction that is going on with city council. He noted there
were important thing coming before the council that need to be addressed with a full
council, including the budget and Highway 101 project.
Mayor Hall made a motion to appoint Laurie Wandell to the city council and Cn.
Findling seconded but the motion failed.
Mayor Hall move forward to the next letter of interest from Gary Owen. Mr. Owen
expressed everyone had said all there was to say on it, and he felt he could be neutral
as he had dealt with different people and was a team player. He noted Ms. Wandell hit
the nail on the head and he agreed with all she had to say.
Cn. Findling asked if he could be neutral in terms of the different things that would
come before council. He stated he thought he could be. He stated there so much going
on it’s hard to believe was is true or not and he would try to investigate and with his
limited power he had to what was true or not.
Cn. Forsman asked Mr. Owen how he sees development going forward in Garibaldi.
Mr. Owen responded that the downtown needs to be helped if it can and that he’s just
a guy that tries to compromise, look at both sides, and tries to work out the best solution.
He noted that where the city is at right now, it is embarrassing, and as Ms. Wandell
said everything has been about the apartments, even though there are other things that
can be going on in town. Cn. Forsman agreed and said the city needs to move past that.
He then questioned Mr. Owen on how he saw development going forward, and if he
wanted more development in Garibaldi or not. Mr. Owen stated he would like the
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downtown to look better and as far as development that would need to be decided as a
group and work together to come up with good answers. He mentioned he would like
to see that second homeowners able to state their opinions as they are not able to vote
even though they pay taxes and own property.
Cn. Findling made a motion to nominate Gary Owens to city council and Mayor Hall
seconded. The motion failed.
Mayor Hall noted that they need to have a council that can sit down and work through
problems that need to be addressed. He also stated that the city attorney has
recommended that the council not move forward with any large decisions until they
have a final council member. They are in a position where there are decisions that need
to be made, but they are not able to address them. Cn. Forsman responded by stating
that he was just as stuck in a rut as he was accusing them of being in. Cn. Findling
agreed they were stuck in a rut and that this was an attempt to move forward from that
rut and requested they try to be calm and nice.
Mayor Hall expressed that he was a volunteer and there are people on Facebook
attacking him because of decisions that he has not made, they are making them based
on misinformation received from employees and a councilor. He stated he was also
stuck in a rut because he would like to see council and the city move forward with
getting the Highway 101 project going and getting buildings along Highway 101
refurbished or whatever we can do. He states we have to clean up our city, as of right
now people believe Garibaldi is abandoned.
Cn. Findling expressed that she didn’t think that anyone was disagreeing, but the point
was they are stuck in a rut and they would like to move forward.
Mayor Hall explained that he would like to see a councilmember who was not a one
issue councilmember. Cn. Riggs asked if he was implying that she was. He stated he
was not. He said he was hopeful when he met Cn. Riggs in 2017 that they would
accomplish a lot together, but the focus was instead entirely on the apartment building
for two years.
Cn. Forsman questioned why Mayor Hall kept throwing underhanded barbs at people.
Mayor Hall stated that was his opinion and he was welcomed to it. Cn. Riggs stated
she was hearing them too and noted she would like to work together as a team, but it
was difficult when Mayor Hall makes decisions and does things without talking to the
rest of council. She noted they have a stake in it also, and they are all volunteer, and
they all want to see this city come together and thrive.
Mayor Hall mentioned the Easter egg hunt that happened in Garibaldi and noted he
knew nothing about it as it did not come before the city council and it was his
understanding that city funds were used for that event. He noted there were posters
posted around the city and received a photograph saying a city employee was
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promoting a private business on that event and wanted to know whether or not the city
council approved that. He said people were going over his head and asking Cn. Riggs
about those decisions and he was finding out at the last minute about what is going on
in Garibaldi. Cn. Riggs noted it was a Port event and not a city event.
Mayor Hall explained that he only wanted to do the job as Mayor for two years, to put
the city on a path towards financial credibility, and restoring the trust that was lost over
the last two years in Garibaldi, because misinformation seemed to come out of City
Hall more than anything.
Mayor Hall expressed that he never attacked Cn. Riggs and the letters in the Headlight
Herald were letters of support for him and what he wanted to accomplish. He would
still like to do those things with the support of Cn. Forsman and Cn. Riggs, but noted
it would not happen if they become a one-issue council, and that one issue will not even
be addressed while they are short one member. Cn. Forsman asked what that one issue
was. Mayor Hall stated the one issue was the apartment.
Mayor Hall reminded Cn. Forsman that the issue was remanded back to the city
council, because LUBA found a lot of problems with it. He continued by stating that
on the date of the vote, he had said that there were a lot of problems with that decision,
but he didn’t want to go into that as it was for another day and time when they have the
city attorney and a fourth counselor in place. Cn. Forsman noted he had no issue with
the apartment, it was before his time, but that Mayor Hall did not want to give it up.
Mayor Hall stated as far as he was concerned, the rules were not followed in that
process and that the planning commission, in his opinion, came to the right decision
and there was no justification of the city's argument to support that. He explained that
the comprehensive plan and the criteria that was laid out were what the Planning
Commission's decision was based on, not just the code because the code can be adjusted
to how you want to read it, and that's how it happened.
Mayor Hall moved to the letter of interested from Carolee North and asked if she was
on the call. She was unmuted by city staff, but she could not be heard. Mayor Hall
asked if there was a motion on the floor. Cn. Findling noted that if they didn’t vote on
someone it would be another month. Cn. Findling stated she would make a motion but
would like to hear from Carolee first if they could as she had not ever applied for the
city council before so may have not answered the question that Cn. Forsman had
proposed to all the interested parties. Mayor Hall stated he thought her letter was quite
clear and noted she had served on Planning Commission in the past and is aware of the
challenges and he felt she could provide an educated role in our city. He also mentioned
she was highly respected in Garibaldi because she operates two businesses and has an
employee working for her. Mayor Hall asked for discussion.
Cn. Riggs asked if she could make a motion, and third time be a charm.
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Cn. Riggs made a MOTION to appoint Laurie Wandell to city council. Cn. Findling
seconded. AYES: Hall, Forsman, Findling and Riggs; NAYS: None. MOTION
PASSED UNANOMOUSLY.
Mayor Hall informed Laurie Wandell they will have to reschedule the time to have her take
the oath of office since they are only partway through the agenda and there's a lot to discuss.
He noted he would be getting in contact with her and have ACM Longfellow issue the oath
of office.
I. Water System Maintenance – Discussion
Mayor Hall stated he was asked by Representative Susan Weber to identify projects
within Garibaldi that are shovel ready. Blake Lettenmaier provided a list of four
projects that totaled over $825,000. An overview if each project was given by Mayor
Hall who expressed he was unaware of any of these being needed at any time. He
requested that ACM Longfellow forward to the rest of council the email from Blake
that identifies these projects.
J. Garibaldi Highway 101 ODOT Project
Mayor Hall stated there was an application submitted back in 1996 to have Highway
101 redone to have crosswalks, possibly lighting so residents could safely cross and to
have power utilities placed underground. He went on to say that he spoke with Mike
Saindon regarding the project and stated he had offered funding to help but that they
no longer have that funding. Cn. Riggs stated a point of order and noted that she recalled
the Port had said they would be willing to collaborate on a grant with the City. Mayor
Hall stated that collaboration was for the city’s work on 7th Street, which was a project
the Port was trying to get done. He noted the project being discussed was presented by
ODOT and the feds are included on that project. He also noted that Mike Saindon was
pleased to hear that there is a potential source of funding that could be use. Mayor Hall
stated he had included in the packet an email from the city attorney outlining if they
could use the GURA funds and he was not 100 percent up to date on that, but he would
be talking to members of the GURA committee, like Val Folkema, to see what their
feelings are and if they would be supportive of this use of the funds. Mayor Hall
mentioned there may be other options for funding and referenced the money the city
will receive from the American Rescue Plan. He followed up with the statement that
he did not have all the details, but as he had mentioned during their executive session,
he wanted to touch base with the councilors on whether or not they would be in favor
of the project. He asked for discussion.
Cn. Findling stated if they can find the funds that it was super important. Mayor Hall
agreed and stated that was why it was important that they carefully review the city’s
budget. He noted he was hoping to have ACM Longfellow go line by line and explain
why there was money all over the place. He noted that discussion may be for a
workshop before moving into getting the budget done or opening the budget up to the
budget process to the Budget Committee.
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Mayor Hall wanted to make it clear that it will be a challenge for the city for a number
of months as Highway 101 is torn up and resurfaced and utilities are placed
underground, and stated traffic would be detoured in front of his house, but he was on
board with getting it done even though it will be an inconvenience for him and his wife.
Mayor Hall stated he was hopeful he would be able to get back to council before the
next meeting by email to let them know when he had found out. He asked if there were
any questions. Cn. Findling stated a workshop made sense so that the public could hear
what was discussed.
K. Ordinance 332
Mayor Hall stated that as this was the first reading of the document, he would have to
read the 11 pages word for word.
ACM Longfellow recommended that before starting he should ask for council
consensus to do it all in one meeting. Mayor Hall stated they were not going to do it
in one meeting, they were going to do it in two. ACM Longfellow stated unless the
fire department changed their mind, they had requested it be done in one meeting. Cn.
Findling pointed out that all of the dates in the phrasing within the ordinance indicate
that it was a one meeting thing. Mayor Hall stated let me get reading then. Cn. Findling
pointed out they still had to have a consensus and asked for clarification from ACM
Longfellow. She responded by stating he needed to ask if all council agrees to pass
this ordinance in one meeting, then if they all agree, then he could read it in its entirety.
and then by title only, and then they could pass it.
Mayor Hall made a MOTION to pass the ordinance in one reading. There was no
second. AYES: Hall, Forsman, Findling and Riggs; NAYS: None. MOTION
PASSED UNANOMOUSLY.
Mayor Hall read Ordinance 332 in its entirety and once completed he stated it was his
understand that he had to read it for a second time. Cn. Findling stated it was just by
title only the second time. He read it by title only and then called for a vote.
Cn. Findling made a MOTION to approve Ordinance 332. Cn. Forsman seconded.
AYES: Hall, Forsman, Findling and Riggs; NAYS: None. MOTION PASSED
UNANOMOUSLY.
L. Ordinance 333
Mayor Riggs question if this had come before the council before. ACM Longfellow
stated it was passed by the Planning Commission at their last meeting. Cn. Findling
stated she had received a notice in the mail since she was within 200 feet and so she
should not say anything one way or the other. Mayor Hall began to read Ordinance
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333 and once completed he reread the Ordinance by title only and the called for the
vote.
ACM Longfellow noted that to be on the safe side when the motion is made to be sure
there was council consensus to pass this in one meeting.
Mayor Hall asked if there was consensus to approve the ordinance or any discussion.
There was no discussion.
Mayor Hall made a MOTION to approve Ordinance 333. Cn. Forsman seconded.
AYES: Hall, Forsman and Riggs; NAYS: None; RECUSAL: Findling. MOTION
PASSED 3-0-1.
M. Resolution 2021-04 – A Resolution Authorizing Check Signers and Credit Card
Holders
Mayor Hall noted that this was a procedural thing and asked if they should table this
until Laurie Wandell was on board. Cn. Riggs questioned if he wanted to remove her
and put Laurie Wandell on there. Mayor Hall noted that he was, just as was done in
the past, having the Mayor, the President, and the Vice Present on the account.
Discussion was had on the reasoning for the Resolution. No vote was taken, Mayor
Hall stated that they would table this.
N. ARC Inventory and Facility Use Agreement
A brief discussion was had on this item and all council agreed to table it until May.
XI.

STAFF REPORTS
Mayor Hall asked if there were any questions on Blake’s staff report. He noted he had
questions that he would address offline as he wanted to know what they were doing.
He expressed concern that there are other projects out there, that the council and the
residents of Garibaldi were not aware of that could cost water and sewer ratepayers, a
substantial amount of money in the future and the one thing that he has always been
against is rate increases. He went on to state that if they found out that the city is
millions of dollars in in the hole with projects that have been deferred, for years, then
it would be something that the city council would have to bring to the residents of
Garibaldi. He noted he would like to have concrete information about our water system,
and our wastewater system and he would be requesting a tour to review the facilities
and determine whether or not the city would be looking at long term maintenance on a
water system. He went on to state that if there are talks about substantially adding
water and sewer services, then that's something they need to know as a council and the
residents of Garibaldi need to know that this is something that may impact them in the
future. Cn. Forsman requested Mayor Hall send him the time and place and he’ll see
what works.
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Mayor Hall commented regarding the fire chief’s report that they had acquired a drone
that is very special and noted it was mentioned in the packet. He asked that everyone
take a look at it. He informed that he had offered to write a press release for the
Headlight Herald to get this information out to the community that Garibaldi has a tool
that can help not only the city, but also the Coast Guard and the Port. He commented
that this is important that anything that Garibaldi can acquire, that is good for our record
of safety and security is something that he thinks we should sing the praises of.
ACM Longfellow gave a quick staff report. She stated that the Easter egg hunt event
was not done specifically through the city, it was a Port event and they paid for all the
materials and noted that city staff had collaborated with them and did not profit from it
or make any money off of the city. ACM Longfellow stated that it was advertised all
over and that staff had attempted to talk to Mayor Hall about it. ACM Longfellow
again confirmed that the city did not spend any money on the event. Mayor Hall stated
he received a picture from a resident of a sign in front of City Hall with Easter eggs
and stated he had a problem with advertising on city property and it may not have not
have been known but to let it be known that in the future it is prohibited.
ACM Longfellow informed council there was a 90 day respond time with regard to the
LUBA appeal and she needed to know from council if they wanted to set a special
executive session or discuss it in May. Mayor Hall stated it could wait until May
because Laurie Wandell will have to be brought up to speed with the Planning
Commission and with the city's response as well as the LUBA appeal documents and
he did not see that happening in a couple of days. He noted alternatively, as a short
turnaround time, they could do an executive session in a few weeks. He wanted to give
Ms. Wandell enough time to carefully review the documents so she could make a
prudent and wise decision. Cn. Findling noted that she was not on the council at the
time of the original decision either and therefore she had no context either.
ACM Longfellow stated there needed to be a general consensus of council if they all
want to wait until May or if they want to do it in two weeks. She noted they needed
consensus on when they want to have the meeting and when they want to receive the
materials. Mayor Hall responded, next month in May. ACM Longfellow reiterated
that it had to be a council consensus on everything. Council agreed to wait until May.
XII.

COUNCIL REPORTS
Mayor Riggs stated that she wanted to clear up a couple of statement that Mayor Hall
had made at the beginning of the council meeting. She went on to say that the tourism
committee was based on a state model that the council had approved, and Mayor
McCarthy did not disband the last Tourism Commission. She said she thought it was
important to say that because the chairman was a very strong chairman, Laurie Wilcox,
but she had to quit. Then they had Maureen Shore and a representative from OCSR
that moved to Portland. She also stated that two of the other guys stopped participating
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because they had moved their business to Rockaway. She confirmed that the mayor did
not disband the Tourism Commission and she wanted to clear that misinformation up.
Cn. Riggs noted she had suggested a backwards parade like they did in Tillamook but
knew that Mark Payne had already started planning his caravan. She also reminded
council that she did announce that Garibaldi Days had been cancelled by the governor
and stated that if Mayor Hall would remember, they were told no events two days
before the crab races.
Mayor Hall stated he wanted to touch on her points and went on to say that Geoff
Wullschlager had informed him that Mayor McCarthy had disband the Tourism
Commission when he had asked where the official documentation of the disbandment
of the Tourism Commission. He noted there is no such document, there is no reference
in any of the minutes and therefore he was basing what he said on what he was told.
Mayor Hall recalled that at a workshop that was held in February Wullschlager pointed
out the reasons why the commission was disbanded is because of problems with the
fact that most of the people quit, that folks were unclear about what they were supposed
to be doing, and on and on.
Mayor Hall stated that when there is a city manager who can sit in on the meetings with
him to hear what the tourism commissioners or committee members want, then that's
when they would move forward. He continued by stating that they're not going to move
forward without having the mayor and a city manager preside over the meeting. Mayor
Hall noted he was not informed, but he had listened in on the January 2021 meeting
and that he had read all of the minutes from the Tourism Commission, which is why he
made his decision.
Mayor Hall stated they could talk about the tourism committee or commission to move
it forward when they have a workshop to talk about the goals and priorities of the city
council. He assured that it was very important to him that they have a mechanism in
place that will create a strategic plan for tourism that involves the museum, the
boathouse, the railroad, the port, the restaurants and the hotels. He noted he wanted to
be sure that there are folks who actually have some experience with this, as there are
people in Garibaldi who have retired that have the experience of running events. He
mentioned a gentleman that was a neighbor of Norm Shattuck, that organized the St.
Paul Rodeo.
Cn. Rigg also pointed out that because we do not have a Tourism Commission, or a
chamber, they are not eligible for any of the main street grant funding, because that is
a requirement. She went on to state that they only hand out those grants every two
years. That is why it was important to get a Tourism Commission going so the city
could apply for grant funding to help fix up some of the main street buildings in this
town, but that opportunity is gone and now they have to start all over and wait another
two years.
Mayor Hall wanted to remind Cn. Riggs that she had brought up the main street grant
in 2019 when she first got elected mayor and said that she and Wullschlager would be
working on that. Cn. Riggs responded that there had to be a Tourism Commission, but
its creation was delayed because Mayor Hall did not like the way it was set up. So, they
had to wait two extra months to get it approved and by then it was too late to apply for
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a grant in 2019. She noted they're open now in 2021 and we can't do it.
Mayor Hall stated that the city right now could not tell us where we could have a main
street development. He went on to say that as Laurie Wandell and others have pointed
out, there are vacant buildings in Garibaldi, where the owners of those buildings have
basically said they're not interested in renovation or selling. He stated there was a large,
vacant lot where there used to be buildings that he doesn’t know why the city bought
that property instead of leaving it on the market for private development. He mentioned
these are the types of things that he was trying to get to the root of.
Cn. Forsman requested not to argue and debate. Mayor Hall stated he was just
providing facts. Cn. Forsman stated let’s do something positive. Mayor Hall stated that
is why he was asking about the Highway 101 grant, because if that can get done, then
it opens the door to getting buildings where we can have shops and stores along
Highway 101, not vacant lots. Mayor Hall stated the vacant lots and abandoned
building have bothered him and nothing has been done about it in years. He stated he
made it a pledge to do whatever he can to get to get those buildings either renovated or
leased out and he pledged to approach the owners of those properties and ask for their
goodwill to let businesses occupy those buildings. He gave an example of Cheryl
Hamilton's business in a law office building and noted that it is not being seen by folks
getting off the railroad. He said he would like to have a corner building available to
businesses, that when they get off the train, they see something that they can go visit.
He stated he is interested in seeing our city thrive and he thinks that's possible by getting
business to come to Garibaldi, but we don't have any place for business to set up.
Mayor Hall stated they need to get a developer to build buildings that can be leased out
for stores and shops that folks can come visit when they come to Garibaldi because
right now, they get off the train in Garibaldi, and the only place they know to go is the
Dairy Queen and that has to change.
Mayor Hall stated he wanted to move into executive session. Cn. Forsman asked if he
was not going to be given the chance to give his council report. Mayor Hall gave him
the floor. Cn. Forsman stated as he had mentioned earlier, he believed developing a
chamber or Main Street project, to take care of all these issues, would be the way to
move forward. Cn. Forsman expressed they need to remove it out of the council and
put it into somebody else's area.
Cn. Forsman stated he would like to invite everybody to start praying prior to the
meetings and noted they start about 45 minutes to an hour before the meeting. If
interested, email him. He said he was doing it with the North Coast Prayer Team and
also some other people in the city. He closed by stating we need prayer.
Mayor Hall asked Cn. Forsman if he would work with him to work with the businesses
in Garibaldi to explore a chamber of commerce. Cn. Findling noted she would happily
also jump in there too and help wherever she could. Cn. Forsman stated he would and
reiterated that it shouldn't be the responsibility that the council and that it needs to be
within the business community to start developing something, because they have to
take the ball and carry it.
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Cn. Findling stated she did not have a council report, but she agreed with helping the
businesses quarterback, if council helped coach, she’d loved to help coach. Also, she
noted she would be interested in more info about the prayer prior to the meeting from
Cn. Forsman. He stated he would get that to her.
Mayor Hall stated he would give a quick report. He stated has been doing the weekly
county and state community radio call every week and getting a lot of information from
those folks. He also reached out to the governor's office, Jennifer Purcell, as he
mentioned about Garibaldi Days, and getting some direction about how they could do
something.
He recalled the parade that Mark Payne and Star Popplewell organized called music
under the G and noted that he had in fact participated in it by riding his motorcycle,
and mentioned the fire department joined them, and there were classic cars.
Mayor Hall stated he wanted to be very clear, that if he found out from the state that
there was a way for them to have Garibaldi days, maybe in August or September, he
would help and work to organize that.
He stated that he was invited and spoke to the Hatfield School of Government at PSU
and it was something he was very proud to do and happy that they are going to follow
up with a report.
Mayor Hall requested to go into Executive Session at 9:18 p.m. and city staff noted that
typically everyone is put into the waiting room, but the agenda said they did not
anticipate coming back into regular session and asked if all citizens should be removed
from the meeting or placed in the waiting room. Mayor Hall stated they should be
placed in the waiting room.
XIII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION: ORS 192.660 (2)(a) to discuss the employment of a public officer

XIV.

ADJOURNMENT: (Note: Council does not anticipate coming back into open session to make
any final decision, motion, or take any actions.)
Mayor Hall stated there had been an executive session, there was nothing voted on, but
it was related to the hiring process for the city manager.
Mayor Hall adjourned the regular meeting at 9:32 p.m.
Tim Hall, Mayor
ATTEST:
Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager
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RESOLUTION 2021-03
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CHECK SIGNERS AND CREDIT CARD HOLDERS.
WHEREAS, the Res. No. 2007-18 requires certain appointed officers to sign checks and other
financial documents on behalf of the City; and
and
and

WHEREAS Res. No. 2021-01 authorizes the use of credit cards for certain appointed officers;
WHEREAS, Res. No. 2008-24 establishes policies and procedures for purchases under $5,000;

WHEREAS, for ease of transitions the city council feels acknowledging checks signers and credit
card holders via resolution is prudent,
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GARIBALDI RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

The Garibaldi City Council hereby authorizes the following as check signers:
A) Tim Hall, Mayor
B) G. Whitey Forsman, Council President
C) Katie Findling, Council Vice President

Section 2. Pursuant to the rules of Res. No. 2007-18 and 2008-24, the Garibaldi City
Council hereby authorizes the following the use of a $7,500.00 line of credit at Umpqua Bank:
A) Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager / Finance Officer
B) Blake Lettenmaier, Public Works Director
C) Jay Marugg, Assistant Fire Chief
Section 3. Upon change of the authorized users, the City Council will amend this resolution
through separate resolution and notify Umpqua Bank of the change.
Section 4.

Res. No. 2021-01 is hereby repealed.

Section 5.

This resolution shall be in effect as of May 17th, 2021.

PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL AND APPROVED BY THE MAYOR, this 17th day of May 2021.

Hon. Tim Hall, Mayor
ATTEST:

Lori Longfellow,
Assistant City Manager / Finance Officer
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City of Garibaldi

Property owned in Commercial and Residential

Residential:

Address:

City Use:

1N10 21AA 0500
1N10 21AB 0100

n/a
508 Ginger Ave.

Reservoir / Equipment Storage
Reservoir / Booster Pump Station

Commercial

Address:

City Use:

1N10 21AD 0300
1N10 21AD 10000
1N10 21BD 0700

n/a
233 Garibaldi Ave.
n/a

E. Cypress Ln. / street access to houses
Travel OR Destination Ready (grant obtained / 3rd st. parking
Alley way
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager
Blake Lettenmaier, City Engineer/Public Works Director/Planner Pro Tem/Project
Manager
April 30, 2021
City Engineer/Public works Director/Planner Pro Tem/Project Manager’s Monthly
Staff Report

Please find below some of the tasks performed during April 2021.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Answered ownership information on
21AD 10000
Answered planning questions for
Clark 22BA 00400
Answered planning questions for
David Schecter 22A 00200
Answered planning questions for
Shirley Peters 21AC 04201
Answered planning questions on
07500
Answered planning questions on
21AA 00300
Answered question on permitting of
retaining wall
Answered questions on vacation
rentals on Garibaldi Avenue (north
side)
Answered Sign Permits & Fees
questions and sent GMC code section
Assigned expense funds for invoices
Assigned public works staff with tasks
to perform
Assisted with new computer service
revisions with consultant
Assisted UWII with meter read list
Assisted with Fuel charges data
retrieval
Assisted with fuel usage data from
pumps
Assisted with new water service at 609
Vine Maple Lane
Assisted with planning response
Assisted with retrieving monthly fuel
usage data and delivered to City Hall
Attempted to apply past OAWU credit
to pay training invoice
Began determining PW FY 21-22
budgeted wages
Began processing land use application
for 22BA 01700
Began processing land use permit for

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21AC 12700 and 12701
Began processing land use permit for
21ACS1 14107
Began reviewing proposed land use
for 21AC 08600
Checked utility locates
Communicated TEP Estuary
Exploration and Education Center Initial Port property walkthrough
w/Dangermonde Keane Architecture
Communicated with WB on new
Hookup
Consulted with Garibaldi Charters and
Port on buried water meter
Continued performance review
document
Continued processing 1N10W 03500
Continued processing land use
application for 22BA 01700
Continued processing land use permit
for 21AC 12700 and 12701
Continued processing Land Use
Permit for 21BD 07500
Coordinated OAWU visit on intertie
documentation
Coordinated on Update on Estuary
Exploration Center project and request
from Architect
Coordinated public works staff on
mowing city properties
Coordinated with Claudine on Estuary
Exploration Center project and request
from Architect
Coordinated with Port Manager on
WD zone code and outright uses
Documented accomplished work tasks
Finished performance review
document and met with employee on
1-year annual performance review
Finished processing Land Use Permit
for 21BD 07500
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Followed up on sign Plot Plan
questions
Follow-up on Destination Ready Kickoff - City of Garibaldi
Gathered flags from city hall
Had one on one meeting with UWII on
hydrant flows and exercising program
Held meeting with public works staff
Inspected beach access at tent site with
Port
Issued SDC amount due on 701 Vine
Maple Lane to Rhonda at Title Co.
Lead public works staff with tasks to
perform and met with Tillamook
Estuaries Partnership on proposed
interpretive center
Met with AA2 on liens due
Met with Arborist at 11th and Acacia
Met with Assistant City Manager
Met with City Hall staff
Met with contractor on water and
sewer taps on Arizona
Met with David Olson
Met with David Olson on water leaks
at Port's RV Park
Met with Nick
Met with Oregon Water Utilities
Association on Inter-Tie collaboration
Met with Port
Met with Port and Public Works staff
Met with Port Manager
Met with public works staff
Met with Public Works staff member
Met with Public works staff on white
board items and work tasks
accomplishments needed
Met with UWII
Met with UWII on work tasks and
personnel distribution
Observed construction at Aborview
Heights
Prepared and sent PW FY 21-22
budgeted wages to Assistant City
Manager
Prepared City Engineer's monthly staff
report
Prepared land use fee calculations
Prepared March monthly time tracking
document

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepared monthly Public Works staff
report
Prepared monthly Watseco-Barview
invoice
Processed Public Works staff's
monthly time sheets
Read Council packet
Read Emails
Read note from OCCinc
Registered UWII for OAWU
Tillamook math for operators
Replied to time off reminder
Researched 1st, forestry and Lewis
and Clark
Researched Garibaldi Leasing
IN1021AD 02100 SDCs due
Researched Garibaldi leasing
IN1022BA 01300 SDCs due
Researched System Development
Charges agreement for Vine Maple
Lane and copied all
Researched training opportunities fro
Public Works Staff
Responded to Assistant City Manager
on RV Park
Responded to Bistro's Plot Plan
questions
Responded to IT email transfer
information
Responded to water meter request on
construction of new home
Returned voicemail calls (Barview
water testing, Frank Seal, Scott
Kranpen)
Reviewed and approved training for
UWII-Math for Operators
Reviewed buildings and equipment for
insurance purposes
Reviewed ENR articles
Reviewed licensing requirements
Reviewed survey information for
21AC 08600
Reviewed water and sewer revenues
impact by Covid-19
Sent April PNWS-AWWA Section Enewsletter to public works staff
Sent Barbara notice of contractors
given to Dixons
"Sent one-call utility location request
to public works staff (NORTH
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•
•
•
•
•
•

BOUND ON HWY 101 AT
APPROXIMATELY MILE POINT
52.69 ON RIGHT HAND
SHOULDER)"
Spoke with sign company
Updated tasks accomplished
WB Dixon hookup April 15
Witnessed 5 water service installations
at 3rd and Acacia
Witnessed construction at Aborview
Heights
Worked on Land Use Applications

•
•
•
•
•
•

Worked on review submittals to City
Hall and met with Assistant City
Manager
Worked on System Operator annual
review
Worked Saturday on No. 2 blower
operation at wastewater treatment
plant (24)
Worked with Laura on City tree
problem at 11th and Acacia
Worked with public works
Wrote land use letter

Should you have any questions, please call me or stop by and we can discuss. Thank you.
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager
Blake Lettenmaier, City Engineer/Public Works Director/Project Manager/Planner
Pro Tem
April 30, 2021
Public Works Staff Report

The month of April was a busy month for the Public Works Department. Aside from regularly
scheduled required tasks, Public Works Staff also performed the following tasks.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added bisulfite to tank, adjusted CL2
pump
air off to digester
Back out to locate in Barview
Basin #2 actuator fault alarm, worked
on diagnosis and bypass
Called Gas pump tech
Check lift and pump Stations
Checked for decant in digester, turned
air back on
Checked on utility install at 1110
Acacia Ave.
Checked plant
Checked WWTP generator
Chemical delivery
Chlorine analyzer cleaned and
calibrated
Clean berry bushes from around
sample station and water meter boxes
Cleaned and Calibrated SBR basin DO
probes
Cleaned caustic system at well
Cleaned chemical room, took trash
and screenings to dumpster
Cleaned CL17 units and calibrated
Cleaned contact chamber #1
Cleaned DO probes
Cleaned in lab and took screenings out
Cleaned in plant
Cleaned lab and lab dishes
Cleaned lab and took out trash
Cleaned Office
Cleaned Office bathroom
Cleaned out birds nest from Fan and
blew off PW parking and WWTP
cleaned park benches
Cleaned up backhoe, washed and put
away

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleaned up tools and equipment
Cleaned, changed reagents, and
calibrated both CL17 units
Cleared sand and debris from
emergency access points with backhoe
Complete locate across from Pirates
Cove for new water install
Complete locate in Barview
Complete locate in Barview on HWY
101 for sign in stall by ODOT
Complete locate In Rockaway Beach
Complete locates at 605 Court for wall
install
Continue painting stands
Continued on DEQ monthly report
Continued to work on DO probe issue
for basin #2
Continued to work on stabilizer legs
for Kubota mower
DEQ Paperwork
Did reread list
Did station check and cl2 and ph
samples
Did station check and cl2 samples and
flushed hydrant on Shand
Did station checks and ph testing
Did station checks cl2 and ph samples
Did Watseco-Barview station check
and cl2 samples
Did weed removal
Documentation for locate at the corner
of Hwy 101 old Pacific Hwy
Dropped off receipt at City Hall
Dug out water meter box at Garibaldi
charters
Dumped concrete on disposal area
Filled Chlorine supply tank
Filled out OIT application
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final plant check
Finished and sent CCR
Finished DEQ paperwork and
submitted NETDMR
Finished rereads
Finished up DEQ testing
Finished up meter reads
Finished up weekly DEQ testing
fire hydrant testing and maintenance
Fixed Basin #2 Valve actuator
Get measurements for new services at
top of Arizona way
Helped Blake P make mounting
pedestal
Hydrant flow testing
hydrant maintenance paperwork
in plant water testing
Installed new check valve on SBR
blower #2, blower back in service
Installed new meter at 511 Driftwood
Ave.
Installed new thermometer for influent
installed water meter for 1110 Acacia
Ave and final measurements
Intertie building inspection and water
testing at Shand Ave.
Lab prep for DEQ testing
Lab prep for weekly DEQ testing
Lab test prep for weekly testing
Locate information / Pine Beach Loop
Locate information for 3rd and Acacia
St.
Locates in Barview
Looked up locate information for new
house up at top of Arizona Way
made utility card for 1110 Acacia Ave.
Measurements and set meter box for
1110 Acacia Ave.
Meeting with Platt Business
Development Director and Branch
Manager
Meeting with Blake P., prep for
hydrant flow testing
Met with Bay city WWTP for fines
screen
Met with City of Bay city about sludge
transfer
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Met with Contractor for estimate on
evergreen
Met with Electrician at wells
Met with guys from Crane pumps
Met with internet installation crew
Met with landowners at 17482 Ocean
Blvd.
Monthly service records and
inspections on equipment
Monthly vehicle inspections
Mowed Fire Dept, Acacia and 5th St.
and bus stop
Mowed library / City parking
Mowed right of ways
Mowed well lot
Online Training
Ordered Bleach for water treatment
plant
Ordered DO probe for Basin #2
Paint stands for flail mower
Paperwork for water meter installed at
1110 Acacia Ave.
Paperwork, chemical order and Lab
supply order
Performed Daily data and testing
Performed daily testing and data,
checked plant
Performed weekly DEQ testing
Phone call regarding service truck
parts
Picked up Documents from City Hall
Picked up weed eater at Hallowell's
Plant check
plant check and composite sample
collection
Plant check and sample collection
Plant check, checked samplers
Plant check, checked samplers and
fines screen
Plant check, process control
adjustments
Plant check, Read out BOD5 test
Plant check, turned air off to digester,
replaced influent sampler tubing
Prep for water samples on Wednesday
Print safety agenda / minutes / file
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Put new water meter box in at 108
Franklin St.
Read out BOD5 test and paperwork
Read out fecal and set up enterococci
test
Read out fecal test
Read out of BOD5 test
Read water meters
Received mail from City Hall
Received new Lab scale, setup and
calibrated
Replaced 2 meter vaults and lids did
locates
Replaced Water Meter Box at the
corner of Main St. and 7th St.
Garibaldi Charters
Road work at gate way sign
Safety agenda / minutes
set up enterococci test
Set up Fecal test
Started decanting from the digester
Started weekly DEQ testing, read out
enterococci test
Started working on monthly DEQ
report
Study Fuel Pump Petro Vend 100
software data
swept and moped in WWTP building
swept lab and bathroom
Talked to Manny the farmers
employee regarding the well gate
Talked with GGS maintenance about
slow draining sewer line
Took Kubota tractor up to pole barn
Took road closed signs to Fire
department for Saturday event
Turned air back on to digester and
plant check
Unlocked water meter for Port Park
Washed # 82 service truck

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washed and inspected backhoe
Washed lab dishes and cleaned lab
Water meter read for 206 2nd Street
Water meter rereads
water quality testing
water tap on Arizona way construction
site
Weed eat bus stop, City Hall
Weed removal along Main St. City
Hall, City parking lot.
Weekly DEQ testing and process
control testing
Weekly Station inspections
Wells check and process control
adjustments
Worked in plant
Worked in shop
Worked on caustic system at well
Worked on CCR and CCr flyer
Worked on cl2 system at well
worked on DO probe for basin #2
issues
Worked on flail mower and returned it
to pole building
Worked on Kubota tractor
Worked on paperwork for water
department
Worked on removing fuel data from
Public works Fuel pump
Worked on stabilizer legs for Kubota
mower
Worked on time sheet and tried to
figure out emails
Worked on water system at well
Worked on water system paperwork
Worked on well trying to dial in small
well
Worked with contractor on utility
installation at 1110 Acacia Ave.

If you have any questions or comments, please call (503-322-0217) or email me
(blake@ci.garibaldi.or.us).
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GARIBALDI FIRE DEPARTMENT
107 6TH ST – PO BOX 657
GARIBALDI, OR 97118
JAY MARUGG FIRE CHIEF
firechief@ci.garibaldi.or.us
503-322-3635

The Garibaldi Fire Department has been busy as of late. On May
1st, the GFD took possession of the heavy lifting drone donated by
Pacific UAV. Some community members attended as was most all
GFD members and of course representatives from Pacific UAV.
The GFD live streamed the event on Facebook. This donation is
huge to the GFD and will change how we respond to water rescues
in the future. Not only will the drone be a game changer in the
water rescue world, but we will also be able to use it on search and
rescues, 360-degree views of a structure fire and so much more.
Mark Stanly owner and CEO of Pacific UAV said that “if it saves
one life, it will be more than worth it”.
Members from Pacific UAV will be coming down to train some of
our members on how to fly the drone. We will also have to take
some federal training from the FFA to be licensed to fly the
drones. The training and licensing are already scheduled.
The GFD responded to an automatic aid structure fire in Rockaway
beach on 05/06 at 12:30am. Six of us responded with an engine,
command vehicle and my personal truck to the fire. An engine
from Nehalem fire was also there performing fire suppression. All
units worked well together and safely extinguished the fire. Three
occupants in the residence made it out, however, two suffered
minor burns and smoke inhalation. I aided with the fire
investigation the next morning. The cause was determined to be
accidental.
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Grant Updates.
A) AFG, (assistance to firefighter’s grant), a FEMA grant
governed by the department of homeland security. The total
price of the grant is $540,988. This includes a new structural
engine with a full complement of tools minus SCBS,
breathing units. There will be several rounds of grant awards
that start in May of 2021. Stay tuned.
B) A grant through “Firehouse Subs” was applied for to
purchase a new UTV rescue unit we can use for the beach,
mountains and for urban interface wildland fires. The total
grant applied for is $28,000. The grant deadline was Feb. 1
and will be awarded in April, 2021. As of May 11, there has
been no public awards made.
C) This grant is a regional grant for new SCBA units. The
Garibaldi Fire Department is the lead agency on this grant
that includes Netarts/Oceanside Fire District, Rockaway
Beach Fire Department, Nehalem Bay Fire District, and the
Garibaldi Fire Department. Because this grant is for safety
equipment and is a regional grant that improves the safety
of not only the GFD but numerous fire departments in
Tillamook County, the chances of a successful award are
good. The total cost of this grant application is $511,783.
This is applied for under the AFG grant under Operations
and Safety. The engine 12 grant is under Apparatus
replacement. First round grant awards will start to be
published in late May. No word yet…
D) This next grant is called the WUI, (Wildland Urban Interface)
grant. It is administered through the Office of State Fire
Marshal. We are applying for wildland tools, life safety fire
shelters, some tablets, radios, pagers. The grant deadline is
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March 15. Notifications will be sent out by April 15, 2021.
The grant total is $20,000.
E) We had a second project in the WUI grant and asked for a
type 3 fire engine to be housed at the rural station. This will
improve our effectiveness in the rural district and enhance
our wildland capabilities. The preliminary cost of this grant is
$330,000.
I received a pre award notification from the State Fire
Marshal’s Office regarding the WUI grant. We have two
projects in this grant. Until we are officially notified of which
projects they are going to award, we just will have to wait.
Grant totals applying for = $1,420,771
Fire District Talks:
Chief Griffin from Bay City fire is talking to us about sharing our
training officer. This would be in the form of 10 hours a week to
run their fire drills and training program. This would include fire
officer training and development. This would have to be the form
of an IGA between departments and both cities of Garibaldi and
Bay City. This step is big towards future consolidation of both
departments.
Towards the North, Rockaway Fire is also looking for some relief.
In talks there is a need for off duty time officer coverage. This too
could be in the form of an IGA between departments and cities.
This is another big step towards consolidation.
Tillamook Fire District has a set of different issues. They are
officer strong and do not need much assistance for coverage.
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Active 911:
Active 911 is working well for us. Our department members are
activated/notified of an incident via cell phone. It gives a
description of the incident location and address, incident type, and
can show which members are enroute.
Members of the GFD had a work party to make some muchneeded maintenance on the rural fire station located up the Miami
River. We cleared brush, trees and moved dirt around the outside
of the building. Inside the building we took the bottom four feet of
interior sheetrock of the wall to clean the rodent infested insulation
out and give it some good air to dry it out. The plan is to eventually
put a structural engine in the rural station. This will improve our
readiness in the rural area as well as lower the ISO in that area. In
order to put a structural engine, there, a good heat source and an air
compressor will need to be installed and provided by the Garibaldi
Rural Fire District.
Garibaldi Fire Department
Training Report: May 2021
Training: April 2021
•
•
•
•
•

Wildland Online Training (continued)
Driver Skills Course
Hose Loads
Wildland Scenarios (Barview County Park)
Medical Direction Case Reviews

-Due to ongoing COVID-19 restrictions issued by the state, we continue to modify our
trainings to be safe but still complete our weekly drills to protect our citizens. Every call we respond to, we are put into a vehicle and granted to exceed speed limits
with the use of lights and sirens. A minimum standard of training and skills tests must be
met prior to anyone driving apparatus with lights and sirens. Annually we must train in
the classroom and on the road. A predetermined skills course is a great way to test our
skills and the abilities of each apparatus in a controlled environment. Each cone station
has different skills testing the operator and the apparatus. Every member who drives each
type of apparatus must pass the course without hitting a cone. Everyone passed with
flying colors.
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Rockaway Beach Fire, Bay City Fire and Garibaldi Fire have recently been looking at
way to be consistent in our training and operations. One way is to have a common hose
load we use so interoperability will be most efficient. We have now switched our hose
loads to a 3-fold minute man and have trained several times. We like our new hose load
as it is easier for one person to deploy and handle. Some corks are being worked out with
loading to accommodate our hose beds, but it is working well.
With our new County Wide Wildland Program, we have started to train with the nicer
weather. Our first drill was (2) brush fire scenarios at the Barview County Park. These
are real life scenarios without the actual fire. I placed ribbons as fire perimeters to
simulate a fire and the crews had to attack them. This was also a great opportunity for our
duty officers to gain initial ICS experience and sizing up a fire scene. Garibaldi Fire has a
great group of volunteers that put more effort into training and the safety of the
community then is standard.
With our new Medical Directors for the fire agencies county wide, we had our first case
reviews with Dr. Neth and Dr. Daya via zoom focusing on cardiac calls. This went very
well as it educates us on the calls we do not see often in Garibaldi. This training was very
successful, and we look forward to the next quarterly case reviews which will focus on
trauma.
Updates:
We will be starting our drone pilot training this month with the first training on the 14th.
This will be focused on controller ops and initial flight ops. In June we will be focusing
on tactical operations and tactical games deploying the drone to training victims in the
surf and bay.
At this time, we have started EF Recovery and have it operational on both IPads and
Duty Chief cell phone. This will ensure we capture as much information on scene of
incidents and then save it to the cloud which we can access back at our station for final
report and claims submission.
As part of our partnership with Oregon Department of Forestry, we have started a Fire
Wise program with Camp Magruder that will offer multiple years of training
opportunities focusing on fuels reduction by mechanical removal and prescribed fire
along with structure protection training on many of their large structures. This type of
training is going to be vital in our wildland program and help progress this program and
awareness to the rest of the region.

Blake Paulsen

Division Chief- Training

If you have any questions regarding this report, you may contact
me at any time.
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Respectfully,
Jay Marugg
Fire Chief
Garibaldi Fire Department
** SUPPLEMENTAL UPDATE 5/13/2021 **
We were officially notified by the Office of State Fire Marshal that we were
successful in our Wildland Urban Interface, (WUI), grant. We were awarded
$17,120.00 in PPE and tools. However, project #2 of this grant we were unsuccessful
in acquiring a new type three fire engine. It is very good news as we desperately
need the PPE and tools. Also, we were notified we were unsuccessful on the VFA
grant which is also funded by the state fire marshal’s office. No word on the other
grants yet.
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City email: city@ci.garibaldi.or.us

PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
Monday, May 17th, 2021 – 6:30 P.M.
Garibaldi City Council Meeting- 5/17/2021
Deputy Sam Cummings
Tillamook County Sheriff’s Office
Please continue to watch for suspicious people/activity in your neighborhoods and around local businesses.
Call 503-815-1911 to report non-emergencies. There was recently a string of vehicle break ins and a car
theft in Garibaldi- please make sure to lock your vehicles even while at home, try not to leave valuables in
it, and keep the title in a secure location- do not store it in the vehicle. Please request a home check or
business check if you plan on leaving town for an extended amount of time or even if it is just a couple
days. We would rather spend the time to check on your home or business than potentially have something
happen to it. For updates on happenings locally and in the county, check the Sheriff’s Office Facebook
page.
Traffic stops- 0 citations issued, 10 warnings, 0 citizen assist, 0 no action taken-– 10 total traffic stops.
Calls for service- 0- alarm, 1- animal, 0- burglary, 6- business/home checks, 0- civil, 5- citizen assist, 0court violation, 0- criminal mischief, 0- disturbance, 0- fire, 0- fireworks, 2- fraud, 0- harassment, 0- hit
and run, 0- incomplete 911, 0- juvenile, 0- medical, 0- missing person, 0- motor vehicle accidents, 0narcotics, 0- noise complaints, 2- property, 0- shots fired, 0- suicidal, 0- suspicious, 0- traffic complaint, 1trespass, 0- noise complaint, 0- runaway, 0- theft, 1- unwanted, 2- vehicle complaint, 0- vehicle (towed) 0welfare checks, 0- UEMV, 0- vehicle theft, 0- water rescue
Ordinance violations- 0 Follow up to cases- 2
Warrant arrests- 0

Other arrest: 0

Contacts- 2
Total Arrests: 0

DUII- 0
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Incident Address
26440 MIAMI FOLEY RD
15440 LAKESIDE DR
GARIBALDI AVE / 5TH ST
GARIBALDI AVE / 5TH ST
56 MP HIGHWAY 101
GARIBALDI AVE / 11TH ST
804 GARIBALDI AVE
26440 MIAMI FOLEY RD
26440 MIAMI FOLEY RD
27305 ELK TRAIL DR
101 9TH ST
604 CYPRESS AVE
707 E GARIBALDI AVE
MIAMI FOLEY RD / HIGHWAY 101 N
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
302 GARIBALDI AVE
613 S COMMERCIAL AVE
E GARIBALDI AVE / FRANKLIN ST
804 GARIBALDI AVE
15440 LAKESIDE DR
604 CYPRESS AVE
24340 MIAMI FOLEY RD
604 CYPRESS AVE
210 S 3RD ST
204 BIRCH AVE
E GARIBALDI AVE / MARTIN SMITH DR
E GARIBALDI AVE / MARTIN SMITH DR
504 BIRCH AVE
504 BIRCH AVE
601 COURT ST
BAY CITY-GARIBALDI
504 BIRCH AVE
231 GARIBALDI AVE

Incident Address City
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

Incident Date And Time
04/01/2021 10:54:43
04/01/2021 13:22:55
04/01/2021 13:33:05
04/01/2021 13:33:05
04/01/2021 14:22:32
04/01/2021 20:02:19
04/01/2021 23:17:24
04/02/2021 10:23:00
04/02/2021 10:23:00
04/02/2021 14:56:20
04/03/2021 11:50:42
04/04/2021 13:51:00
04/04/2021 14:22:37
04/04/2021 14:29:26
04/04/2021 15:03:18
04/05/2021 11:07:51
04/05/2021 12:16:52
04/05/2021 15:01:03
04/05/2021 15:32:53
04/05/2021 18:19:00
04/06/2021 11:19:03
04/07/2021 11:51:12
04/07/2021 14:41:28
04/07/2021 15:33:09
04/07/2021 20:19:26
04/07/2021 23:51:07
04/07/2021 23:51:07
04/08/2021 11:25:00
04/08/2021 11:25:00
04/08/2021 15:38:27
04/08/2021 16:04:00
04/08/2021 16:32:58
04/08/2021 18:58:45

Incident Type
Incom 911
Civil Service
Hit & Run
Hit & Run
Assist
Man Down
Suspicious
Welfare check
Welfare check
Traffic
Fraud
Property
Traffic Stop
Contact
Traffic Stop
BUSINESS CHECK
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Follow Up
Civil Service
Property
Home Check
Assist
Unwanted
Welfare check
Assist
Assist
Disturbance
Disturbance
Unwanted
Juvenile
Follow Up
MVA

Incident Unit ID
228
228
228
224
228
223
229
211
213
211
213
226
226
208
226
226
226
226
226
217
226
226
226
226
223
223
225
228
219
221
228
228
223
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59 MP HIGHWAY 101
14207 EKROTH RD
604 CYPRESS AVE
503 E GARIBALDI AVE
503 E GARIBALDI AVE
513 GARIBALDI AVE
308 DRIFTWOOD AVE
114 10TH ST
101 9TH ST
804 GARIBALDI AVE
107 6TH ST
210 S 3RD ST
210 S 3RD ST
24290 MIAMI FOLEY RD
16700 SOUTHPOINT DR
407 1ST ST
804 GARIBALDI AVE
804 GARIBALDI AVE
804 GARIBALDI AVE
200 AMERICAN AVE
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
600 GARIBALDI AVE
302 GARIBALDI AVE
210 S 3RD ST
E DRIFTWOOD AVE / E GARIBALDI AVE
12TH ST / GARIBALDI AVE
8330 CEDAR ST
GARIBALDI AVE / 5TH ST
302 MOORING BASIN RD
45.5705~-123.9651
8000 CEDAR ST
24400 MIAMI FOLEY RD

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

04/08/2021 20:37:37
04/09/2021 12:39:14
04/09/2021 20:02:28
04/09/2021 22:46:00
04/09/2021 22:46:00
04/10/2021 16:07:00
04/10/2021 17:53:48
04/10/2021 18:09:00
04/10/2021 20:48:12
04/12/2021 10:12:59
04/12/2021 12:07:32
04/12/2021 15:46:44
04/12/2021 16:36:17
04/12/2021 16:36:17
04/12/2021 17:09:21
04/12/2021 21:53:46
04/13/2021 09:18:41
04/13/2021 11:08:07
04/13/2021 20:33:02
04/13/2021 20:35:54
04/14/2021 10:05:08
04/14/2021 13:03:25
04/14/2021 13:19:04
04/14/2021 14:37:40
04/15/2021 08:31:55
04/15/2021 12:56:12
04/16/2021 13:33:54
04/16/2021 23:46:58
04/17/2021 09:24:19
04/17/2021 11:10:46
04/17/2021 12:58:09
04/17/2021 18:22:25
04/18/2021 11:31:26
04/18/2021 11:32:43

Traffic Stop
Harassment
Ordinance Violation
Court Violation
Court Violation
Theft
Incom 911
Assist
Noise
Follow Up
Civil Service
ATL
Civil
Civil
Welfare check
Disturbance
Vehicle
Civil Service
Suspicious
Civil Service
Contact
Traffic Stop
Contact
BUSINESS CHECK
Animal
Traffic Stop
Vehicle
Assault
Traffic Stop
Animal
Contact
Welfare check
Animal
Road Hazard

223
218
217
217
229
228
217
217
217
226
226
226
217
226
217
217
226
226
726
726
226
226
226
226
228
228
211
207
221
213
211
207
208
208

59
18050 PEERLESS LP
18050 PEERLESS LP
1208 BAY LN
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 1ST ST
112 10TH ST
MOORING BASIN RD / S BIAK AVE
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
110 GARIBALDI AVE
613 S COMMERCIAL AVE
210 3RD ST
804 GARIBALDI AVE
16702 WESTPOINT DR
607 GARIBALDI AVE
210 S 3RD ST
511 ACACIA AVE
15630 HIGHWAY 101 N
300 MOORING BASIN RD
210 S 3RD ST
504 BIRCH AVE
504 BIRCH AVE
19905 NEW MIAMI RIVER RD
707 E GARIBALDI AVE
59 MP HIGHWAY 101

E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
200 AMERICAN AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 1ST ST
600 GARIBALDI AVE
502 6TH ST
304 FIR AVE
703 EVERGREEN AVE
59 MP HIGHWAY 101

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

04/18/2021 14:11:47
04/18/2021 14:11:47
04/19/2021 10:48:32
04/19/2021 15:55:45
04/19/2021 16:16:30
04/19/2021 16:57:08
04/20/2021 10:26:35
04/20/2021 11:24:31
04/20/2021 12:35:09
04/20/2021 13:39:37
04/20/2021 14:32:23
04/20/2021 15:09:56
04/20/2021 15:34:02
04/21/2021 09:38:09
04/21/2021 09:42:29
04/21/2021 10:32:43
04/21/2021 13:15:17
04/21/2021 16:07:55
04/21/2021 19:35:46
04/21/2021 20:42:42
04/22/2021 08:10:57
04/22/2021 10:28:27
04/23/2021 12:52:27
04/23/2021 20:19:21
04/24/2021 10:50:06
04/25/2021 10:42:34
04/25/2021 14:45:19
04/27/2021 11:35:34
04/27/2021 12:07:46
04/27/2021 13:49:11
04/27/2021 19:33:38
04/28/2021 15:16:04
04/29/2021 14:39:00
04/29/2021 22:33:47

Trespass
Trespass
Animal
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Animal
7
Traffic Stop
BUSINESS CHECK
BUSINESS CHECK
Civil Service
Vehicle
Fraud
Fraud
Civil Service
Traffic Stop
Trespass
Assist
Civil Service
Disturbance
Mental
UUMV
Property
MVA/Non-injury
Contact
Boat Patrol
Traffic Stop
Assist
Traffic Stop
Assist
Civil Service
Assist
Missing Person
Assist

208
226
226
226
226
217
226
226
226
226
208
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
223
223
228
228
221
207
218
211
226
226
226
226
726
226
228
223

60
210 S 3RD ST
210 3RD ST
304 3RD ST
HIGHWAY 101 N / MIAMI FOLEY RD
HIGHWAY 101 N / CEDAR ST
:0

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

04/30/2021 13:22:02
04/30/2021 15:15:06
04/30/2021 19:04:23
04/30/2021 19:46:16
04/30/2021 19:48:53

Fraud
Fraud
Noise
Traffic
Juvenile

228
228
217
217
217

